Thank you for choosing SenseAbility!

The program is a suite of modules designed to enhance and maintain emotional and psychological resilience in young secondary school aged Australians.

Young people who possess sound social and emotional skills are better able to cope with the stressors of daily life. They also tend to have better relationships with teachers, parents, and peers, and perform better academically.

Very importantly, young people with these skills are less likely to experience significant mental health issues in the future.
What is SenseAbility?

SenseAbility is a comprehensive follow-on from beyondblue’s Schools Research Initiative Classroom Program for years 8, 9 and 10. SenseAbility can be used by itself, or in conjunction with the existing Classroom Program.

SenseAbility has seven modules, six cover life senses and one covers essential life skills.

Each module is totally flexible – a short version can be delivered in as little as three 45 minute sessions, or you might choose to explore a module in depth over a whole term.

The modules are as follows:

1. Essential life skills – Covers the life skills which help young people to deal with life’s changes and challenges and interact more effectively with others.

2. Self-worth – This module covers knowledge and belief in strengths, qualities, and abilities, and an acceptance of inherent value and individuality. Self-worth is particularly important during the transitional phases in a young person’s life.

3. Control – This is about a young person’s belief that they have the skills and ability to cope with life’s challenges and can manage their emotions. Includes a realistic recognition of what is within and what is outside a person’s control and how to respond to challenging events.

4. Belonging – Discusses the feeling of being valued, needed, accepted and meaningfully connected to a social network. Feeling ‘connected’ to friends, family, school and community provides a sense of belonging, which is especially important when times are tough.

5. Purpose – Covers the concept of a sense of purpose or meaning and the motivation that drives a young person towards a satisfying future. Discusses developing a personal code of behaviour.

6. Future – Looks at feelings of hopefulness about the future. Involves positive expectations, realistic thinking, goal-setting and problem-solving.

7. Humour – Discusses the ability to see the lighter, funnier side of life, including their own foibles, and the importance of planning enjoyable events.

Each module is self-contained. You can deliver as many or as few modules as you think will benefit your students.

There is no hierarchy, although it is highly recommended that you look at the Essential skills module and complete some aspects of this module in advance of any Six-sense modules.
What is in each module?

The Essential skills module contains:

- Six skill-sets
  - Helpful thinking and self-talk
  - Emotion recognition and regulation
  - Life problem-solving
  - Communication (including listening and speaking, non-verbal communication, joining in conversations, assertion, perspective taking, and negotiation)
  - Planning and time management
  - Keeping well (including sleep and nutrition, exercise, stress-busting and relaxation techniques, focusing on strengths, and help seeking)
- DVD with easy-to-navigate clips
- Classroom activities with discussion points
- Resources that can be printed and photocopied to complement activities
- Engaging, easy-to-read hand-out sheets for students

The suite also contains a CD with the activities and resources from each module in Portable Document Format (PDF).

Each Six-sense module contains:

- Overview of the relevance to young people
- Delivery flowchart
- Three delivery choices
  - 3-session program
  - 5-session program
  - Fully flexible (teacher’s choice of activities and discussion)
- Classroom activities with discussion points
- Resources that can be printed or photocopied to complement activities
- Real Life Applications (where students can apply what they’ve learned in settings outside the classroom) with discussion points
- Suggested texts (novels, plays, movies and tv shows)
- An easy to read hand-out for students
- Quick guide to help choose appropriate activities.

How do the modules work?

Each module has very straightforward aims:

- Introduces the Essential skill or Sense, and explain its importance in protecting wellbeing.
- Has students reflect upon their current strengths in the area of the Skill/Sense.
- Has students consider circumstances in their own lives where employing the Skill/Sense could be beneficial to their wellbeing.
- Engages students in classroom activities where they get to utilise and practise the Skill/Sense.
- Broadens understanding of the Skill/Sense by exploring its use by people in real life and by characters in literature, film and television.
- Encourages students to practice using the Skill/Sense in their lives outside the classroom.
- Encourages students to seek help if they find they are struggling with the Skill/Sense.
Who is SenseAbility for?

SenseAbility is designed for those working with young people in Australia aged 12 to 18. The modules have been created with classroom delivery in mind; however, the suite has strong potential to benefit young people in other structured environments.

SenseAbility will complement many existing programs, and the modules have been created in such a way that they can easily ‘tap into’ coursework that teachers are already delivering. SenseAbility is particularly well suited to Health and Physical Education, Pastoral Care programs, English, Drama and Social Studies.

Important concepts behind SenseAbility

SenseAbility is based on cognitive-behavioural principles. This evidence-based approach says that our thoughts play a central role in influencing our feelings and our consequent behaviour. In other words, when an event (A) happens to us, it is our interpretation of and thoughts (B) about the event – not the event itself – that leads us to feel certain emotions (C) and to act in particular ways (D).

Many of the activities and discussion cues included in SenseAbility relate to this A-B-C-D model:

Once your students have grasped the concept of the thought-feeling-action link, it is important to move on to the next step; encouraging your students to challenge unhelpful thoughts about events and replace them with more helpful thoughts.

SenseAbility also draws on positive psychology literature and takes a strength-based approach that removes the focus from ‘deficits’ and ‘defects’ to students’ inherent qualities and skills. The program encourages students to recognise and capitalise on these skills.
Do I need training to deliver SenseAbility?

You do not need special training or professional development to deliver SenseAbility. The modules are written to be delivered effectively regardless of a teacher’s level of experience or confidence.

If several teachers in a single school are planning to deliver SenseAbility, it would be very beneficial to discuss the approach as a teaching group, with a more experienced teacher offering guidance on effective delivery.

How do I deliver SenseAbility?

The Essential skills module covers six important skill-sets, and each of these is broken into two to four discrete units. There is no time frame governing how long you take to deliver a unit, but each requires at least one 45-minute class period.

Each of the Six-Sense Modules can be delivered in any of three ways:

- **3-session delivery**: a suggested program where you deliver specified activities over three 45-minute sessions.
- **5-session delivery**: a suggested program where you deliver specified activities over five 45-minute sessions.
- **Fully flexible delivery**: where teachers can deliver as much of the content as they think their students require, utilising any of the dozens of activities, applications and references provided in the suite.
The SenseAbility Online Communications Portal aims to increase learning opportunities, enabling professional collaboration whereby teachers and experts can contribute to a shared body of professional knowledge, ideas and strategies for delivering and implementing the SenseAbility program.

These resources can be found at www.beyondblue.org.au/senseability

**Features**

- Videos profiling the SenseAbility program in action within two different school environments
- A SenseAbility delivery and implementation toolkit
- A shared learning space for teachers to post SenseAbility delivery ideas and strategies
- A webinar series featuring guest presenters sharing their experiences of delivering and implementing the SenseAbility program at their school
- Free SenseAbility professional e-learning program
- A suite of SenseAbility evaluation tools (forthcoming)
The SenseAbility Evaluation Toolkit is an online professional learning package which offers a basic guide for schools and youth services to complete a ‘do it yourself’ evaluation (quantitative and qualitative) as well as some basic measurement tools. The Toolkit enables you to consider the impact of SenseAbility at your school or service.

**The downloadable Toolkit includes:**

- introduction to evaluation
- a formulated Excel spreadsheet for data entry and automatic results, plus a User Manual
- templates with editing functionality; letters for school Principals and Case Study templates.

**Evaluation toolkit**

It is important to remember that no one knows your students like you do. You should feel free to adapt activities and discussions so they become as relevant as possible to the young people in your class. If you believe your students are already demonstrating solid understanding of certain concepts, feel free to skip activities rather than run the risk of labouring the point and losing students’ interest.
Teaching suggestions

Core activity

Each module contains a ‘core’ activity (e.g. Give Me A Song: Share a Secret). This important activity highlights the thought-feeling-action link proposed in the A-B-C-D Model. These activities are basically identical and aim to achieve the same result: to elicit from students many different reactions to a single stimulus event, and to help students understand that the ways that they think about an event directly affect how they consequently feel and what they do.

If several teachers in your school are delivering SenseAbility, it is recommended that you all convene before commencing classroom delivery and have a coordinating teacher deliver a ‘practice round’ of the Core Activity to the other teachers so that you all experience the situation as your students will, and so have a practical understanding of how this important activity works. The accompanying DVD has an example that clearly presents the A-B-C-D Model and can be used as a guide (see Helpful Thinking & Self Talk, Unit 1, Clip #1).

If you are delivering more than one Six-sense module, it is not necessary to cover this core activity with every module. Once students have grasped the concept underpinning the activity, feel free to either revisit the A-B-C-D Model concept in another fashion, or to move directly to other activities.

How many other activities?

Select and deliver as many activities as you think are necessary to allow your students to understand and have sufficient practice at applying aspects of the Sense or Skill. If you feel your students have grasped a point well, you may decide delivering more activities or persisting with discussion is ‘overcooking’ the information. You are the best judge. You may also wish to revisit some of the activities at a later stage as a form of revision or booster for knowledge or skills learned earlier.

Non-participation

Some students, with good reason, may not wish to participate in either activities or discussion. This non-participation should be seen as a valid response to the material; it does not necessarily mean the student is not gaining insight from your delivery or other students’ participation. Allowing the student to observe may be the best course.

Sensitive issues

There may be some activities or discussion points with potential to cause distress to some vulnerable students. Vetting activities and references beforehand, and thorough debriefing when necessary, should decrease this risk.

You as role model

It is important to seek opportunities to employ your own strengths in the various Sense and Skill areas in the classroom. For instance, with Sense of Self-worth, be mindful that students are valued not necessarily for particular prowess, but because of their inherent individuality and uniqueness; with Sense of Purpose, be mindful that even small and seemingly humble goals and achievements can give a person’s life meaning; with Sense of Humour, be careful not to take yourself too seriously, and to highlight the difference between laughing at someone and laughing with them. Be aware of your behaviour and criteria when selecting teams, or which individuals might answer questions or demonstrate understanding. Try to be conscious of the way you apply your own Six-senses and Essential skills when interacting with students and fellow staff members outside of class.